
It's amazing how many 64-70 BOP posi carriers are available on eBay! $100 seems like a
good deal... Maybe you are thinking as I did that an original 64-70 Buick Olds Pontiac 8.2"
Limited Slip differential (posi carrier) is the way to upgrade or restore your classic GM
muscle car. It turns out that literally all used 64-70 BOP 8.2" posis are junk. There are no
new old stock posi units available anywhere and none of the used BOP carriers are
rebuildable. They don't use friction clutched like most others. They use friction cones that
once worn out are now trash. As they wear out so does everything else in the carrier. So
just throw out the old carrier and buy a brand new limited slip and forget about replacing it
with an OEM carrier. I spent a lot of time and $150 on two useless BOP posi carriers. My
rebuilders didn't even look at my parts before they said to toss them out. After I persisted
they showed me why they are junk.

 

Here's what I got for all of my efforts...

 

The bearing surface is scored as the bearing spun and wasted this half of the carrier. Carrier
halfs are exactly mated and can not be mixed. I couldn't see this until the bearing was
removed. Ever see a used carrier with the bearings removed? This is why... JUNK.
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The arrows point to the surfaces on the gears between the friction cones. Pitted and
unusable junk.

There's the friction cone surface and the mating surface of the carrier body. Worn out junk...
The cone is almost worn flat. The other surface is pitted and ripped up- no grip here!...Junk.
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The black arrows point to the wear on an area that never touches if the cones are in good
condition. As the cone and mating surface of the carrier body wear out (yellow arrows), the
pressure now goes to the smooth surface (black arrows) and no contact is made on the
friction surface of the cones. Now only one wheel turns instead of two. No more limited
slip- just slip. JUNK.

Originality is great for many things in the collector car hobby, but some restorations must
rely on non-original parts. And when they are hidden away from view it makes sense to me
to get the most effective, best quality parts available for my special ride. On the outside
both BOP carriers looked fine but when I took them apart they were trash. So no matter
what the seller tells you about the usefulness or condition of the used BOP carrier don't
waste your time and money. Replacement limited slip carriers cost $450 and up- so save up
your bucks, buy from reputable parts resellers, completely rebuild the rear, and do it right
the first time.

For those of you that have a 64-72 Buick, Olds or Pontiac with an 8.2" rear I hope this is
helpful!
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